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What is the High Intensity Network?

What decisions do our teams make every day?



“She is totally
unmanageable!”

“I can’t keep
them safe”

“Not him
..AGAIN!”

“Discharge!”

“They don’t      
respond   ” 

FREQUENCY

RISK & HARM

IMPACT & DEMAND
VULNERABILITY & VICTIM

ANTI-SOCIAL

BEHAVIOUR

CRIMEPOLICE

AMBULANCE

“They keep
calling us”

COURTS

GPA&E 111



INABILITY

HEREDITY Science is advancing. Studies are now starting to suggest that behavioural and personality disorders may have a 
genetic cause; that in the ‘nature v nurture’ debate, there may be evidence of both and that they are connected.

ADVERSITY Childhood and adolescent experiences of adverse emotional environments, (which may  include sexual 
and emotional abuse, neglect, invalidation, anxiety and abandonment) are often found in case histories.

IDENTITY Failure to mature fully into adulthood with a healthy sense of self. Over reliance on external sources of 
esteem. Extreme behaviour used to seek validation/acceptance. Deep mistrust of others is common.

RIGIDITY Deeply engrained patterns of harmful thoughts, feelings and emotions. Reinforced by psychological 
tactics that endorse these thoughts & reject healthier alternatives. Hard to break, challenge and remould.

PERSONALITY Personality traits that others find hard to live with. These push people  away and 
leave the individual isolated which leads to the onset of mood and anxiety disorders.

COMPLEXITY
INSTABILITY

Now isolated, with low self worth, unresolved trauma, low social  & economic 
mobility and complex lifestyles, emotional distress events can trigger rapidly. 

These spontaneous, unstable periods of crisis are magnified by….

…an inability to cope. A lack of skills to tolerate and regulate emotions and a lack of 
adequate support from friends of family. Desperate for help all behavioural options 

are considered and behavioural selection…

FATALITY
RELIABILITY

PROPENSITY
….will gravitate towards choices that will illicit immediate help.

Behaviours often selected that have previously elicited care successfully. 
There may now be a ‘portfolio’ of  well used, ‘go to’ crisis behaviours.

Behaviours are constantly assessed for effectiveness. Those that
achieve a reliable response are retained. Those that are unreliable are 
discarded or adapted (e.g. more extreme/risky behaviours are tested).

Extreme behaviours are often used to express suicidality, forcing high  
stress decisions to detain & hospitalise. This can encourage the repetition 

of these high risk behaviours, maintaining risks of ‘death by misadventure’.

Lack of social stability and genuine friendships. Daily life can become deeply 
problematic. This often impacts upon housing, diet, debt, childcare, addictions, 
employment and finances, sexual promiscuity, vulnerability and victimisation.
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NB: These are the most common themes found. Individuals who repeat regularly in crisis may struggle with none, some or all of these problems. 

MORTALITY
The greatest risk to life is shortened ‘life expectancy’. 

The most common causes of death are from chronic physical 
health conditions. Often shortening life by 15-20 years. 



How do we improve the ability of our staff to 

make decisions about care under pressure 

without psychological harm?



How psychologically healthy are NHS staff?



MALADAPTIVE PATIENT SCHEMAS
Jeffrey Young

Emotional Deprivation

Abandonment Mistrust/Abuse

Social Isolation

Defectiveness Failure to Achieve

Incompetence

Vulnerable

Enmeshment

Subjugation

Self Sacrifice

Emotional Inhibition

Unrelenting Standards Entitlement

Self Control

Approval Seeking

Pessimism

Punitive

Schemas are 

organizing framework of the mind.

patterns of internal experience.

(memories, beliefs, emotions, and thoughts)

Formed when a child's core needs are not met.



MALADAPTIVE NHS STAFF SCHEMAS

Clinically Distant

Polarising Standards

Lacking in Self Confidence

Relentlessly Surviving

Forensically Accountable

Fearful of Consequences

Self Sacrificing

Excessively Responsible

Legally Ambiguous

Pessimistic

Hierarchically Isolated

A COG Identity

Schemas are 

organizing framework of the professional mind

patterns of internal employment experiences.

(memories, beliefs, emotions, and thoughts)

Formed when an employee’s training/leadership needs are not met.
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MALADAPTIVE NHS STAFF SCHEMAS



Common Law Legal System
Reasonably Held Belief

Common Sense
Death & Suicide must = BAD
It has to be someone’s fault.

Quality of Decision Making
Outcome is out of your control

Coroners Court

I am confident the legal system is supportive of what I do

The primary duty of care to my patient is owned by my patient 

My decisions are made in good faith – what happens as a result is out of my control 

I am a really great nurse – I am quite happy to tell a Coroner about what I did and why 

OBJECTIVE - REALISTIC - BALANCED - CALM

Lacking in Self Confidence

Fearful of Consequences

Excessively Responsible

Legally Ambiguous

MALADAPTIVE NHS STAFF SCHEMAS



Lacking in Self Confidence

Fearful of Consequences

Excessively Responsible

Legally Ambiguous How does the review process work? What is ‘negligence’?

What does ‘Duty of Care’ actually mean? Who is responsible for what?
Am I responsible for everything with this patient? Am I alone?

What are the consequences of making a bad decision made in good faith?

Am I good at my job? Do I know as much as my colleagues?
Do I belong here? Am I worthy of being given this role?
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